Academic Search Complete is considered the world's most comprehensive scholarly, multi-disciplinary database. It offers full text coverage of information in many areas.
Start your research with a simple keyword search. We’ll continue with our research into the United States’ relationships with Israel and Palestine.

Almost 5,000 results. We’ll next look at how to limit our search and at the same time strengthen our results.

The easiest and most effective way to limit and strengthen as you research is by identifying Subjects that have been assigned to specific articles. For example, the first result has a subject of “Israel – Foreign relations – United States.” This fits well with our thesis.
Once you’ve identified a subject heading, copy/paste into the Advanced Search. Change the field type to SU Search Terms, and click on Search.

Just by finding one good subject heading, we’ve eliminated 2,249 articles that don’t meet our criteria. We’ll continue to look for more subjects...

Let’s add the subject ARAB-Israeli conflict to our Advanced Search, to see only articles about that and United States-Israeli relations.
By using these 2 subjects, we’ve narrowed our search considerably. We also have articles that closely match our thesis. Let’s look at another way to limit our results.
By limiting the search to Full Text sources, we narrow down to 327 articles. Look to the left side of the screen to **Refine Results**. It’s also possible to choose the type of source, to narrow the publication dates and to locate other subject headings.
To find the latest information on your research topic, sort the remaining results by the Date Newest.
Open the Cite icon to retrieve the MLA citation you’ll need for your Work Cited Page.

The article’s Full Text can be found by following the icon above. Other full text options might be PDF or a link to a Full Text Finder.
Israel Lobby's Costly Demands on U.S. Explored from Multiple Angles at #IsraelLobbyCon.

If you need more assistance:
visit the Library’s information desk, call the library at (937) 778-7950 or e-mail us at library@edisonohio.edu